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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

  
WORK GROUP BACKGROUND   

  

Senate Bill 581 and House Bill 1053 directed the Board of Local and Regional Jails to organize 

a work group to make recommendations regarding the reduction or elimination of fees charged 

to inmates in local or regional correctional facilities.  

  

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of Virginia: 

 

1. § 1. The State Board of Local and Regional Jails (the Board) shall convene a 

work group to review and make recommendations regarding the reduction or 

elimination of costs and fees charged to inmates in local or regional correctional 

facilities to defray the costs of an inmate's keep, work release, or participation in 

educational or rehabilitative programs; to use telephone services; to purchase 

items or services from stores or commissaries; to utilize electronic visitation 

systems; and otherwise deemed relevant by the Board. The work group shall be 

composed of two members of the House Committee on Public Safety who are not 

members of the same political party and two members of the Senate Committee 

on Rehabilitation and Social Services who are not members of the same political 

party. Such legislative members shall appoint as members of the work group one 

formerly incarcerated person, one family member of a currently incarcerated 

person, and at least one representative of the following organizations or 

companies: the Virginia Sheriffs' Association, the Virginia Association of Chiefs of 

Police, the Virginia Association of Regional Jails, the American Civil Liberties 

Union of Virginia, Worth Rises, Social Action Linking Together, Justice Forward 

Virginia, the Sistas in Prison Reform, Americans for Prosperity, a vendor that 

provides telephone services to local correctional facilities within the 

Commonwealth, and a vendor that provides commissary services to local 

correctional facilities within the Commonwealth. The work group shall report its 

findings and recommendations to the Chairmen of the House Committee on Public 

Safety and the Senate Committee on Rehabilitation and Social Services by 

December 1, 2022. 

  

Pursuant to that requirement, this report is the product of engagement and collaboration among 

work group members who had varying expertise and perspectives on the recommendations. 

The members included representatives from the Virginia General Assembly, State Board of 

Local and Regional Jails, formerly incarcerated individuals, family members of incarcerated 

individuals, and advocacy groups.  

 

The workgroup membership was as follows:  
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Board of Local and 
Regional Jails Staff 

Law Enforcement 
Agencies and 
Associations 

Legislative   

Members  

Other   

Stakeholders  

Ryan McCord, Board of 

Local and Regional Jails 

Ted Hull, Northern Neck 

Regional Jail 

Co-Chair Senator Joe 

Morrissey 

Shawn Weneta, ACLU 

of Virginia 

Colleen Maxwell, Board 

of Local and Regional 

Jails 

Joseph Baron, Norfolk 

Sheriff 

Co-Chair Delegate 

Amanda Batten 

Chuck Meire, Social 

Action Linking Together 

 Virginia Association of 

Chiefs of Police 

Senator John Cosgrove Santia Nance, family of 

incarcerated person 

  Delegate Patrick Hope Paulettra James, Sistas 

in Prison Reform 

    Sincere Allah, formerly 

incarcerated person 

     Andy Elders, Justice 

Forward Virginia 

      Bianca Tylek, Worth 

Rises 

      Jeremiah Mosteller, 

Americans for Prosperity 

      Pelicia Hall, ViaPath  

      Mike Evancho, Oasis 

Commissary  

  

The work group convened a quorum three times during the study period, on August 30, 

November 7, and November 29, 2022. The group also met without a quorum on June 22, 2022. 

 

During these meetings, the group discussed the existing business model for communications, 

commissary, financial services, and other services within local and regional correctional 

facilities. At the request of the sheriffs and jail superintendents, the group agreed to ask the 

local and regional correctional facilities for more data to inform the discussion. This data request 

consisted of a survey (designed with input from all members of the workgroup, including 

representatives of local and regional correctional facilities), relevant contracts for all services 

and goods sold in facilities, and five years of financial data supporting those contracts.  
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On August 30, 2022, the sheriffs and regional jails, after amending the survey to their 

specifications, were asked to have their colleagues complete and submit this survey and 

accompanying contracts and financials by October 6, 2022.  This request was again 

communicated on September 22, 2022 via email by the Board of Local and Regional Jails.  

 

The sheriffs and regional jails subsequently asked Senator Morrissey and Delegate Batten for 

an extension to October 24, 2022. On October 27, 2022 (three days after the extended due 

date), the Virginia Association of Regional Jails submitted a position letter disputing the “form 

and function of the Data Survey” as a “complete misunderstanding of the correctional space and 

its operational processes.” 
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DATA AND FINDINGS   

 

In response to its August 30th request, the workgroup received survey responses from 28 out of 

59 local and regional correctional facilities. However, the group received complete survey 

responses from only two facilities. Though after the deadline, the Alexandria Sheriff’s office 

provided their full, unredacted contracts to the Board of Local and Regional Jails.  

 

Though requested from the local and regional jails, 25 of the 26 contracts for communications 

services that the workgroup received were submitted directly by and heavily redacted by the 

provider (ViaPath), omitting any useful information regarding the rates and commissions 

collected for the services.  

 

Three of the redacted contracts are included in the report’s appendix. ViaPath’s assertion that 

this information is a trade secret is inconsistent with the Virginia Public Procurement Act (§ 2.2 - 

4342) and the Uniform Trade Secrets Act (§ 59.1-336).  

 

The group received one contract for commissary services, which was not redacted. The group 

also received one unredacted contract for medical services. The group received no 

supporting financial information from any local or regional correctional facility. 

 

Due to the lack of any relevant data from the jails and the factors listed above, the State 

Compensation Board (SCB)’s 2021 annual Jail Cost Report, released in November 2022, is the 

most recent and reliable data on which we can rely. The Jail Costs Report contains an Inmate 

Canteen and Other Auxiliary Funds Report, which details the amount of revenue raised by each 

facility from services like commissary and telephones. The data is validated by each sheriff and 

jail superintendent and their Chief Financial Officer.  

 

The Jail Costs Report indicates that in Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21) the 59 local and regional jails in 

Virginia oversaw 9,013,841 “inmate housed days.” This indicates an average daily population of 

24,695 people incarcerated in Virginia's local and regional jails. 

 

During FY21, local and regional jails collected $25,704,606 in revenue from inmate canteen and 

$18,030,636 from telephone systems. In total, jails collected $43,735,242 in revenue from 

commissary and telephone commissions in FY21. This represents an average of $4.85 per day 

per incarcerated person or $1,770 per year per person.  

 

These numbers were calculated by dividing the number of inmates housed days in FY21 by the 

sum of the reported revenue raised via inmate canteen and telephone proceeds. These 

numbers were also calculated for each facility. 

 

In FY21, the three facilities with the highest reported commission revenue per person per day 

were: 

● Culpeper County Jail 

○ $12.69 per person per day 
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○ $4,631.85 per person per year 

 

● Albemarle-Charlottesville Regional Jail 

○ $11.56 per person per day 

○ $4,219.40 per person per year 

 

● Alexandria City Jail 

○ $10.03 per person per day 

○ $3,660.95 per person per year 

 

In FY21, the three facilities with the lowest reported commission revenue per person per day 

were: 

● Sussex County Jail 

○ $0 per person per day 

○ $0 per person per year 

 

● Patrick County Jail 

○ $0.73 per person per day 

○ $266.45 per person per year 

 

● Western Tidewater Regional Jail 

○ $0.84 per person per day 

○ $306.60 per person per year 

 

Notably, this data does not include all the revenue generated by the service vendors at these 

facilities, meaning that it does not paint a full picture of what incarcerated people and 

their families are spending on these services. These total figures could not be calculated 

without the data and contracts that were requested but not provided. 

 

Since sheriffs and jail superintendents did not provide sufficient data to the workgroup regarding 

their expenditures, we have extrapolated the following program spending data for the 59 jails in 

the Commonwealth from the FY21 Jail Cost Reports produced by the SCB: 

 

JAIL 

Program 
Spending per 
Responsible Day 

Commission 
Revenue per 
Responsible Day   

Program 
Spending 
Total 

Commission 
Revenue 
Total 

Accomack County $0.00  $4.67    $0  $181,491  

Albemarle/C'ville RJ $0.01  $11.56    $1,149  $1,560,537  

Alexandria City $0.00  $10.03    $0  $992,300  

Alleghany County $0.00  $2.70    $0  $97,030  

Arlington County $0.00  $2.70    $0  $237,667 

Blue Ridge RJ $0.01  $3.51    $3,272  $1,581,625  

Botetourt County $0.00  $2.47    $0  $130,535  

Bristol City $0.76  $2.51    $41,400  $135,980  

Central Virginia RJ $0.04  $6.46    $5,475  $948,883  

Chesapeake City $0.00  $4.96    $0  $1,791,137  
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JAIL 

 
Program 
Spending per 
Responsible Day 

Commission 
Revenue per 
Responsible Day   

Program 
Spending 
Total 

Commission 
Revenue 
Total 

Chesterfield County $0.25  $2.69    $31,240  $341,745  

Culpeper County $0.00  $12.69    $0  $394,203  

Danville City $0.00  $1.43    $0  $119,121  

Danville City Farm $0.00  $0.97    $0  $28,996  

Fairfax County $1.18  $4.34    $245,449  $902,810  

Fauquier County $0.00  $2.67    $0  $47,746  

Franklin County $0.00  $2.99    $0  $62,892  

Gloucester County $0.00  $0.94    $0  $12,304  

Hampton City $0.00  $6.21    $0  $365,787  

Hampton Roads RJ $0.00  $3.47    $84  $878,709  

Henrico County $1.82  $4.85    $803,247  $2,139,560  

Henry County $0.00  $3.30    $0  $199,705  

Lancaster County $0.00  $9.77    $0  $96,155  

Loudoun County $0.00  $2.46    $0  $206,565  

Martinsville City $0.00  $2.58    $0  $129,856  

Meherrin River RJ $0.00  $2.81    $0  $405,602  

Middle Peninsula RJ $2.38  $8.64    $140,915  $512,004  

Middle River RJ $0.00  $4.21    $0  $1,260,863  

Montgomery County $0.03  $4.37    $871  $126,291  

New River Valley RJ $0.00  $3.20    $0  $1,079,138  

Newport News City $0.00  $4.26    $0  $623,587  

Norfolk City $0.00  $4.05    $0  $1,254,063  

Northampton County $0.56  $5.45    $14,524  $140,862  

Northern Neck RJ $0.00  $9.68    $0  $1,558,183  

Northwestern RJ $0.00  $6.41    $0  $1,495,247  

Page County $0.00  $2.00    $0  $48,562  

Pamunkey RJ $0.00  $5.29    $0  $785,265  

Patrick County $0.00  $0.73    $0  $34,704  

Piedmont RJ $0.00  $8.26    $0  $1,265,066  

Pittsylvania County $0.71  $4.48    $17,458  $109,677  

Portsmouth City $0.00  $3.27    $0  $179,546  

Prince William/Man. RJ $0.06  $3.76    $12,683  $787,882  

R.S.W. RJ $0.00  $7.24    $0  $1,090,353  

Rappahannock RJ $0.06  $7.20    $28,136  $3,589,221  

Richmond City $2.18  $5.63    $590,681  $1,521,947  

Riverside RJ $0.00  $5.25    $0  $2,331,358  

Roanoke City $0.00  $6.00    $0  $870,822  

Roanoke County/ Salem $0.00  $5.14    $0  $247,042  

Rockbridge RJ $0.00  $4.89    $0  $204,187  

Rockingham County $0.05  $7.50    $5,314  $833,695  

Southhampton County $0.00  $5.01    $0  $122,692  

Southside RJ $0.23  $1.05    $15,300  $71,218  

Southwest Virginia RJ $0.00  $2.95    $0  $2,090,912  

Sussex County $0.00  $0.00    $0  $0  

Virginia Beach City $0.00  $6.88    $0  $2,807,229  

Virginia Peninsula RJ $0.00  $6.95    $0  $895,954  

Westem Tidewater RJ $0.30  $0.84    $79,942  $226,423  

Westem Virginia RJ $2.22  $5.10    $667,491  $1,534,119  
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Statewide 

Avg Daily 
Program 
Spending Per 
Person: $0.22  

Avg Daily 
Revenue Per 
Person: $4.85  

  

Total 
Program 
Spending: 
2,704,631 

Total 
Commission 
Revenue: 
$43,735,242 

 

While quantitative data is important, it is also important that the legislature hears qualitative data 

from those who are most directly impacted by the fees imposed by local and regional jails: 

incarcerated people and their families.  

 

Here are five testimonials of current and formerly incarcerated people and their family:  

 

DANIEL ROSEN 

 

I spent approximately 18 months in the Fairfax County Adult Detention Center in 2016 and 
2017. Those of us incarcerated there were routinely subjected to predatory fees, medical 
neglect, and substandard nutrition, among other abuses.  
 

The jail served a small breakfast at approximately 4am daily and then a meager sandwich at 
lunch. Dinner usually consisted of poorly cooked beans or soy products and pasta. As a result, 
we were often forced to rely on commissary for additional food to stave off hunger. However, 
commissary was very expensive, a single packet of ramen cost almost a dollar compared to a 
dime on the outside. People also relied on commissary for basic clothing and hygiene needs 
since those were rarely met with the provisions given to us upon admission.  
 

We were also forced to pay egregious costs to connect with our support networks, which were 
incredibly important not just for our well-being but also because many of us were pretrial and 
still working on our cases. During my incarceration, phone calls cost approximately $3 for a 
simple 15-minute call.  
 

When it came to medical, we were charged $5 for every medical visit and more if we needed a 
prescription. Despite these charges, medical staff were often unresponsive to legitimate 
complaints. Medical treatments for ongoing issues were described as “too expensive,” and in 
one case, a doctor's medical advice to me was to "take fewer showers" for a skin condition.  
 

On top of everything, if you didn’t have a job, which were incredibly hard to come by, you had to 
pay a $2 per diem fee. In fact, roughly 90% of the population in the jail did not have a job and 
was forced to pay this fee. And importantly, there were few programs aside from religious 
activities. 
 

When you add it all up, my 18 months in the Fairfax jail cost my family about $10,000 total. 
These were the routine, every-day costs and circumstances that I witnessed and experienced 
personally.  
 
~ Daniel Rosen, formerly incarcerated person 
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SANTIA NANCE 
 
As the partner of a currently incarcerated person and the sister of someone who previously 

spent time in a Virginia jail, there are many strenuous monetary and emotional stressors that 

come about that fall on the backs of the family. In balancing working full-time jobs, trying to 

make sure everything is done at home without the extra hands, and knowing our loved ones are 

in a stressful environment, it takes a toll on us. Limited time and resources to communicate via 

phone and email and commissary to help them maintain a manageable lifestyle with essential 

hygiene and food, can add up to over $100 a month. We know they need these things to keep 

them in high spirits and that they are well when they return home. 

 

- Santia Nance, family member of the incarcerated 
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SINCERE ALLAH 

 

My name is Sincere Allah, I was pardoned and released from prison on January 14, 2022. I 

have had the very unfortunate experience to have been a resident of several jails in Virginia. It’s 

hard to give a summary of that experience; however I will try. The Lynchburg City Jail (now Blue 

Ridge Regional Jail was by far my worst "jail" experience. Tough on Crime (rather than Smart 

on Crime) kept jails far over capacity for many years 40 or more people to a block with only 12 

beds kept very brutal fights going almost daily. There was no heat nor air conditioning and in the 

basement (3 cell blocks down there) there were also no windows at all and because of staffing 

and for punishment we weren't allowed outside recreation for fresh air sometimes for months at 

a time (yes months).  

 

The basement was affectionately referred to by both inmates and staff as the "Dungeon" (cell 

block 12 more specifically). The "feeding" or meal time process was for a staff member to shove 

in trays thru a slot in a steel door and use the headcount as a reference of when to stop pushing 

trays thru with NO idea or care if every individual person was pulling the meal meant for them 

which meant that if you weren't one of the strong most days you did not eat. The officers would 

always say to those that complained about not getting their meals that they should "find a guy in 

there with 2 trays and fight him for one of them.”  

 

I recall as a disciplinary tool "and just for kicks and giggles" they (officers) would close the steel 

doors and turn off the lights so it would be pitch black and not come back until the next day (no 

security checks counts or responding to our screams or beating on the doors and walls. The 

phones were routinely turned off as well. At that time the phone calls were so expensive that 

most people didn't use the phone anyway.  

 

No new clothing, only old dingy reused and recycled clothing or the monopolized, 

severely inflated commissary clothing (and food). Medical was non-existent. I once watched the 

father of a friend of mine die from a diabetic attack that medical claimed he was faking, he went 

into a coma and died all while the entire cell block erupted in an attempt to get him help.  

 

I have many stories about the Lynchburg City Jail, the Halifax Jail and Saluda Jail as well.  

 

~ Sincere Allah, formerly incarcerated person 
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SHELBY LOVE 

 
~ Shelby Love, currently incarcerated person 
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MARK BRINDELL 

 
~ Mark Brindell, currently incarcerated person 
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SUMMARY RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

Given the lack of data, multiple deadline extensions, and difficulty constituting an in-person 

quorum, the work group voted to recommend that the original language of SB581 and 

HB1053 be re-introduced in the General Assembly during the 2023 session.  

 

Group members Ted Hull and Joseph Baron dissented. 

 

The policy changes contained within SB581 and HB1053 can be summarized as: 

  

1. Communication 

1.1. Provide each person incarcerated within a local or regional jail with voice 

communication at no cost to the incarcerated person or the person receiving the 

call, and 120 minutes of calling time at minimum. Ensure 10:1 ratio of people in 

custody to phones is reflected not just in the overall population but also within 

each housing unit. Increase the maximum number of approved phone numbers 

to no less than 20. Prohibit commissions on voice communications.  

1.2. Provide each person incarcerated in a local or regional correctional facility with 

video calls at no cost to the incarcerated person or the person receiving the call 

and ensure that video calls cannot replace in-person visits. Prohibit commissions 

on video calling. 

1.3. Provide unlimited secure messages and/or emails to each incarcerated person at 

no cost. Prohibit commissions on secure messaging and emails. 

 

2. Commissary 

2.1. Eliminate commissions on commissary sales in local and regional correctional 

facilities.  

2.2. Cap provider profit margin on commissary items to not exceed 10 percent of the 

cost of the typical market rate for such goods and services outside of the local or 

regional correctional facility. 

  

3. Finance and Other Services 

3.1. Regulate deposit fees, including phone and media deposits to not exceed three 

percent of the amount received. 

3.2. Increase options for trust account disbursements upon release to include checks, 

electronic funds transfer, or debit card; reduce debit release card fees.   

3.3. Eliminate “pay-to-stay" fees to defray cost of keep, and work release fees, in 

local and regional correctional facilities. 
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COMMUNICATIONS 

Recommendation #1.1: No cost voice calls for incarcerated people 

and their families; 120 minimum minutes of calling time; 10:1 ratio of 

wall phones per housing unit; increase allowable call list to no less 

than 20 phone numbers; eliminate commissions and/or site fees on 

voice communications  

ANALYSIS BY WORK GROUP 

 

What is the issue? Given data and research that overwhelmingly shows that increased contact 

between incarcerated people and their communities creates better outcomes and increases 

public safety, Virginia needs to create a system which catalyzes communication for all 

incarcerated people in support of public safety, regardless of financial status, in a fiscally 

sustainable manner. 

 

What is the history and context? Across Virigina jails, voice communication services are 

provided by Global-Tel Link (GTL, now ViaPath), Securus (also doing business as Aventiv 

Technologies), and some smaller vendors. Based on data available to the workgroup, toll rates 

range from $0.07 per minute to $0.95 per minute depending upon which jail a person is housed 

in. Moreover, while these systems continue to use a per minute pricing, there are other models 

that have started to emerge across the country in jurisdiction that have opted to provide free 

communication, which include California, Connecticut, New York City, San Francisco, San 

Diego, Louisville, Miami, and others. Some of these agencies, like San Francisco, are paying a 

monthly fee per phone line. Others are paying a monthly fee per person, like Connecticut1￼ Still 

others are moving toward tablets for calls with various compensation models. 

 

What are the benefits of the service? Communication is critical to rehabilitation for 

incarcerated people. Rather than thinking of no cost calls as a service, it would more accurately 

be considered a rehabilitative program – likely the most cost-effective rehabilitative program, 

and one of the few available to all people in custody.  

 

Staying in touch with family motivates incarcerated people to engage in prosocial behavior and 

rehabilitation while serving their sentence and is critical to their successful reentry into society 

upon release. Research has shown that increased contact with family in any format (e.g., visits, 

video calls, voice calls, or e-messaging) has benefits for incarcerated people, their families, and 

the public.2 These benefits include decreases in misconduct, good order in facilities, stronger 

parent-child relationships, reduced recidivism, and increased public safety. These public 

benefits should be maximized.  

 
1 Connecticut is pursuing this model while they undergo their RFP process to implement free 
communication. 
2 https://www.prisonpolicy.org/blog/2021/12/21/family_contact/ 
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What are the limitations of the current model? Cost is often the limiting factor preventing 

families from regular contact with their loved ones behind bars.3 Importantly, it is primarily 

families who are paying for these costs since incarcerated people have limited sources of 

income. In fact, even before the pandemic, 1 in 3 families with an incarcerated loved one went 

into debt trying to stay in touch, and 87% of those carrying that burden were women.4  

 

Incarcerated people often come from impoverished socio-economic backgrounds5 — with 

families living on a fixed income — and are disproportionately people of color.6 Even the 

recently decreased call rates in Virginia are still prohibitive and prevent contact. Families 

impacted by incarceration are often faced with a choice between paying for calls with a loved 

one inside and paying a critical household bill or going into debt.  

RECOMMENDATIONS BY WORK GROUP 

 

Given the public safety benefits associated with regular communication between incarcerated 

people and their communities, we recommend that by or before September 2023 the legislature:  

 

• Provide each incarcerated person with a minimum of 120 minutes per day of call time at 

no cost to the incarcerated person or the person receiving the call. 

• Ensure 10:1 ratio of people in custody to phones is reflected not just in the overall 

population but also within in each housing unit. Jails should incorporate a requirement 

for this 10:1 ratio into all future vendor contracts.  

• Increase the maximum number of approved phone numbers to no less than 20. 

• Prohibit local and regional jails from entering into contracts that provide any sort of profit 

sharing, commission, site fee, or that in any way generates revenue for the local or 

regional jail or municipality. 

 

Implementation 

• Jails should negotiate a per line or fixed rate contract for wall phones and a fixed rate 

contract for tablets to ensure costs are not based on call volume so that when calls are 

free daily minute limitations can be increased as much as possible. 

• Jails should move away from wall phones as the primary device for calling and move 

toward tablets as the primary device. Tablets provide increased flexibility for 

incarcerated people (e.g., allows calls during lockdowns, etc.) and can reduce the 

bottlenecks created by poor wall phone infrastructure (e.g., long lines, limited number of 

available phones, etc.). Additionally, tablets offer the same security features as wall 

phones. Moving to tablets for calling will facilitate increased access for the incarcerated 

population and contribute to the security and good order of these facilities. 

 
3 https://www.prisonpolicy.org/blog/2021/12/21/family_contact/ 
4 https://ellabakercenter.org/who-pays-the-true-cost-of-incarceration-on-families/ 
5 https://www.prisonpolicy.org/origin/va/2020/report.html 
6 https://vadoc.virginia.gov/media/1725/vadoc-financial-annual-mis-report-2021.pdf 
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Recommendation #1.2: Eliminate video calling costs for families 

ANALYSIS BY WORK GROUP 

What is the issue? Incarcerated individuals are often held long distances from their home 

communities and in areas that are difficult to reach by public transport, creating significant 

barriers to in-person visitation. However, families are charged exorbitant fees to connect via 

video calls.   

What are the benefits of this service? As described in Recommendation #1.1, communication 

is a net positive for incarcerated people, their families, and public safety. Video calls help bridge 

the distance between incarcerated people and their loved ones, complementing in-person visits. 

Connecting face-to-face is integral to the success of incarcerated people while their inside, 

strengthening family bonds, promoting positive parent-child relationships, and facilitating 

successful reentry into the community upon release. Like voice calls, video calls contribute to 

the security and good order of the facilities and public safety of the Commonwealth. 

Where are we today? Video calls in Virginia’s local and regional jails are provided by a variety 

of the same telecom vendors as phone calls at various price points.  However, there are no cost 

vendors in the space that provide the same services with similar or even superior security 

functionality to those that are currently being deployed in Virginia’s 59 jails. Ameelio is one of 

those non-profit vendors that offers video calling services at cost without a profit margin.  

RECOMMENDATIONS BY WORK GROUP 

Given the public safety benefits associated with regular communication between incarcerated 

people and their communities, we recommend that the legislature:  

• Provide each incarcerated person with video calls at no cost to the incarcerated person

or the person receiving the call.

• Ensure that video calls cannot replace in-person visits.

• Prohibit local and regional jails from entering into contracts that provide and sort of profit

sharing, commission, site fee, or that in any way generate revenue for the local or

regional jail or municipality.

Implementation 

• Work with jails on a 2-year step down to no cost video calls, ensuring that jails have the

funding necessary to provide and administer this service in the long-term.

o We encourage local and regional jails to consider non-profit vendors that offer

video calling services at cost without a profit margin. This may be a more cost-

effective option for these agencies.
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Recommendation #1.3: Eliminate commissions and costs for secure 

messaging or emails for incarcerated people and their families 

ANALYSIS BY WORK GROUP 

What is the issue? Incarcerated people and families are being charged exorbitant rates to 

send electronic messages, including additional fees for attachments such as photos, which 

oftentimes cannot be received by mail any longer. 

What are the benefits of this services? As described in Recommendation #1.1, increasing 

communication for incarcerated people is a net positive for incarcerated people, their families, 

corrections officers, and the public. Secure messaging bolsters communication and its 

rehabilitative benefits for each incarcerated person in Virginia, regardless of financial 

background. Like voice and video calls it also contributes to the security and good order of 

facilities and public safety of the Commonwealth. 

Where are we today? Secure messaging in Virginia jails is provided by a variety of 

vendors. The current rates charged for secure messaging utilize a variety of pricing models 

based on per character, word, or page, used for incoming and outgoing messages. Each 

attachment costs an additional amount. These costs range from pennies to dollars depending 

upon the facility and most often a commission is paid to the jail for every message sent or 

received. 

RECOMMENDATIONS BY WORK GROUP 

Given the public safety benefits associated with regular communication between incarcerated 

people and their communities, we recommend that the legislature:  

• Eliminate commissions on emails and secure messaging.

• Provides unlimited secure messages to each incarcerated person at no cost to them.
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COMMISSARY 

Recommendation #2.1: Eliminate facility commissions on commissary 

sales. 

ANALYSIS BY WORK GROUP 

What is the issue? We must ensure that the basic human needs of incarcerated people, like 

food, hygiene, and clothing, are met in a sustainably funded manner that does not rely on 

funding from a select, vulnerable population, particularly when these programs create a benefit 

for the entire Commonwealth. 

What is commissary? Commissary in a carceral setting is essentially “a company store” within 

a correctional facility where those who are incarcerated can purchase items from an approved 

list of items that can include hygiene items, food, beverages, health items, clothing, writing 

materials, etc. Availability, access, and quality of commissary items vary greatly depending on 

the vendor contracted. Currently, jails across Virginia primarily contract out their commissary 

services to outside vendors like Keefe, Aramark, and Oasis. In most cases, these vendors 

directly operate the commissary store in addition to providing the products that are sold, and 

they charge a markup or commission on sales that they pay to the jail. 

What drives the use of commissary? There are a variety of reasons why individuals need to 

access commissary, but the most critical is to supply essential items like food and hygiene 

products.  

Jails offers three meals a day, but the meals vary in quality. Incarcerated people, formerly 

incarcerated people, and families impacted by incarceration report that the quality of food, 

hygiene, and clothing items provided by facilities are poor. This forces incarcerated people to 

buy additional food, basic and supplementary hygiene products, and replace clothing frequently 

from commissary to sustain themselves.  

The incarcerated population also relies on commissary to supplement day-to-day needs 

including items such as writing materials. Access is limited to those who have a wage-earning 

job or financial support from their family or community. Incarcerated people without either are 

forced to turn to informal means of generating income, or to go without essential items. While 

jails often provide some support to people deemed to be indigent, the items provided are not 

sufficient, and the definition of indigent used is frequently overly restrictive. 

What are the commissions and how are they used? Commissions are a markup on 

commissary prices that reverts to the jails. During FY21, local and regional jails collected 

$25,704,606 in commission revenue from inmate commissary purchases.   

While 53.1-115.2 of the code suggests that these funds should be used for programs, the 

regional jail commissary code reads as follows: “The net profits from the operation of such 
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stores shall be used within each facility respectively for educational, or recreational, or other 

beneficial purposes as may be prescribed by the superintendent.” 

Similarly, 53.1-127.1 of the code suggests sheriffs utilize these funds for program, but also 

allows alternative uses: “The net profits from the operation of such store that are generated from 

the inmates' accounts shall be used within the facility for educational, or recreational, or 

other purposes for the benefit of the inmates as may be prescribed by the sheriff. Any 

other profits may be used for the general operation of the sheriff's office.” 

Clearly, the exceptions built into the code create a conflict of interest for sheriffs and regional 

jails, as well as perverse incentives for vendors to create pricing structures that provide funding 

to the facility or sheriff and harm to the end-consumers of these goods – rather than fund 

programs or other services that help them. 

This is borne out in the data. For example, the data available to this work group show that of the 

59 local and regional jails, in FY2021, over 40 reported $0.00 in spending on programs.  

The data shows that this was often true prior to the COVID pandemic, as well. While programs 

sustain the good order of facilities, maintain family connections important to successful reentry, 

provide religious support, and run important rehabilitative programs that improve public safety, 

they are rarely offered at these facilities. When they are, because their funding is tied to 

commissions, they are functionally funded by those who can least afford it. 

People incarcerated in jails constitute a captive market. Market forces are not at play, and 

sheriffs and jail superintendents have the responsibility to control pricing and profits. But current 

incentive structures de-incentivize them from seeking the best cost and service for the end 

users, instead incentivizing them to seek the contract most financially beneficial to their 

agencies without regard to the end-consumer. 

Incarcerated people and their families, most of whom cannot afford to pay these commissions, 

are subsidizing the public safety budget through what constitute regressive taxes on end-

consumers. These commissions come on top of already-inflated commissary pricing that results 

from a captive market and a total lack of competition. Inflated pricing compounds the problem, 

since commissions are a percentage of the price. 

RECOMMENDATIONS BY WORK GROUP 

We recommend that the legislature: 

• Prohibit commissions on commissary sales entirely.

Implementation 

• We recommend a two-year step-down to eliminate commissary commissions to allow for

gradual budget allocations and ensure no disruption in programming.

o In year one, by July 1, 2023, reduce commissions from current levels by 50%.

o In year two, by July 1, 2024, eliminate all commissions.
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Recommendation #2.2: Cap provider profit margin on commissary 

items to not exceed 10 percent of the cost of the typical market rate 

for such goods outside of the local or regional correctional facility. 

ANALYSIS BY WORK GROUP 

What is the history and context? Current commissary vendors like Keefe, Aramark, and 

Oasis provide low-quality items at non-competitive costs. Many of their products are produced 

in-house but compared to name brands at retail grocery stores for pricing comparison purposes. 

Markups on food and clothing items are not transparent to the public or the consumer. 

A lack of competition coupled with a captive market that has no purchasing power allows the 

vendor to provide lower quality items for higher costs. Fostering a freer market model in 

commissary that provides more options by reexamining exclusivity clauses in contracting could 

be beneficial to driving down costs and increasing quality.  

Where are we now? Commissary vendors are selected by facility heads through a RFP 

process, and once contracted, usually become the sole provider of commissary goods for the 

facility. Jails are responsible for negotiating prices for commissary items. And while they claim to 

seek the lowest possible prices, they have a conflict of interest because they receive 

commission revenue as a percentage of these prices. Thus, negotiating lower rates would also 

mean they receive less in commissions, which would be counter to their financial interests.  

As one example, a single packet of ramen can cost as much as $1.00 in Virginia jails – a cost 

roughly three times higher than in state prisons or through online retailers. 

RECOMMENDATIONS BY WORK GROUP 

Due to the lack of free market forces in carceral environments, there is an unavoidable risk of 

inflated prices for goods and services within them. To ensure fair pricing in commissaries in jail 

facilities, we recommend that the legislature: 

• Mandate that prices for items sold in commissary not be more than 10% higher than the

cost of comparable items at e-tailers (e.g., Amazon, Walmart, etc.) .

• Mandate that jails offer regular-sized products, in addition to single-servings where

possible, as single-servings invariably increase prices.

• Mandate that vendors make their prices in jails, their prices in all other correctional

systems they serve, and their wholesale costs publicly available.

• Survey the entire incarcerated population regularly regarding commissary pricing,

quality, value, additions, and other issues.
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FINANCE AND OTHER SERVICES 

Recommendation #3.1: Reduce deposit fees, including phone and 

media deposits 

ANALYSIS BY WORK GROUP 

What is the history and context? As people in prison are increasingly expected to pay for 

everyday costs (food, hygiene items, communication, correspondence, etc.), the mechanics of 

how people send money to incarcerated people assumes heightened importance.  

For decades, families deposited in-person or mailed certified funds, like a money order, directly 

to facilities, and within a day or two, the money would be deposited in the recipient’s trust 

account. In those days, the most common complaint from family members and incarcerated 

recipients was about delays in processing money orders. A whole industry arose to provide 

faster – but vastly more expensive – electronic money transfers to incarcerated people. 

This “correctional banking” or “lockbox service” industry provides new specialized services like 

debit release cards, but at its core the industry’s profit comes from the simple, but highly 

lucrative business of facilitating transfers from friends and family members to incarcerated 

recipients. The industry highlights the speed of electronic transfers, while glossing over the high 

fees that typically accompany these services. 

We live in an age of financial technology (known as “fintech“), where people are accustomed to 

digitally sending or receiving money from friends and family at little or no cost. A service like 

Venmo allows no-fee personal transfers from bank accounts or debit cards and payments from 

a credit card are subject to a 3% fee. Other companies providing similar services charge similar 

fees.  

In Virginia jails, rates range from just over 3% to nearly 35% for online transfers. Both media 

and phone debit deposits are accompanied by similarly onerous fees for online deposits and 

again increased fees for operator assisted deposits.   

Where are we now? In some facilities, the fees for a $300 online deposit are $9.95 while a $25 

online deposit will cost $5.95. Effectively, the people who can afford to send the least get 

charged the most.  

Fees for deposits via telephone, which are more likely to appeal to low-income people without 

internet access, are higher than for online payments. There is no reasonable explanation – no 

significantly unique security requirements – as to why prison money transfers are so much more 

expensive than regular “free world” services like Venmo. 

Some agencies still allow people to mail a money order at no fee beyond the money order and a 

stamp (adding up to roughly $2) to a lockbox provider. The issue, of course, is speed. The 
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vendor earns their profits from fees charged for payments made online or over the phone. They 

often do not promptly process money orders for which they receive no fee revenue. In fact, 

according to many vendor’s terms of service, they reserve the right to deliberately delay 

processing money-orders. However, reports from people incarcerated in Virginia jails indicate 

that the turnaround time is often far longer. Further, it is not uncommon for vendors to return the 

money order to the sender because the form submitted was printed in the wrong color or 

sometimes with seemingly no explanation at all, effectively forcing the sender into utilizing the 

online or phone deposit system or resending and waiting weeks again with hopes that the 

deposit is accepted this time around. 

Deposits on pre-paid phone accounts are managed by the telecom vendors. Deposits are often 

limited to $50 and costs a flat fee of $3 or more.  

RECOMMENDATIONS BY WORK GROUP 

We recommend that the legislature: 

• Direct the jail to partner with other local agencies that process a variety of payments

(e.g., court clerks, etc.) in order to provide a low-cost, in-house solution to money

deposits. Payment processing is not complicated, and many state and local agencies

have figured it out. The jails should either partner with another agency, in order to

leverage past IT investments and existing technology or explore in-housing their own

payment processing system similar to other local agencies to process these deposits at

no cost. This is the optimal solution.

o Alternatively, apply recommendation 2 to all online and phone deposit services.

• Limit processing fees to 3% for pre-paid phone account deposits, and for all online and

phone, credit and debit card deposits not covered by the in-house solution in

recommendation 1.

o Many vendors already allow for large deposits at roughly this rate, confirming that

vendors can still make a profit at this rate. There is no reason to charge

predatory rates to those who can't afford to make large deposits. Codifying this

cap will provide jails leverage in the procurement process.

• Require that jails once again permit the submission of certified funds (i.e., money order,

certified check, cashier’s check) through U.S. mail for processing and in person direct

deposit by the Inmate Accounts staff at each facility as it did for decades. It is

reasonable to believe this will be low volume and a minimal administrative burden,

especially with the online and phone deposit cap of 3%.
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Recommendation #3.2: Increase options for trust account 

disbursements upon release; reduce debit release card fees 

ANALYSIS BY WORK GROUP 

What is the history and context? Every year, thousands of people are released from local 

custody in Virginia. Many people have funds on their trust accounts when they are released that 

need to be returned to them upon release. The jails control how these disbursements are made, 

and they’re often cumbersome and expensive for those released from custody.  

For generations, people being released from custody were provided a check or other paper 

instrument, without cost, that allowed them to receive their funds by cashing a check or 

depositing the instrument into a bank account. This has only recently been replaced with the 

debit release card system. 

Where are we now? When a person leaves a facility, they receive their funds — any wages 

they entered with, earned while behind bars or support from family members – on fee-based, 

prepaid debit release cards. These debit release cards are issued by a variety of providers. 

There are six ways to get money off of a debit release card, but they are expensive, difficult, or 

both: 

1. Opt out: Cardholders can get their money off of a release card by exercising their right to

“opt out” and get a refund. While this may sound easy, debit release card vendors make

it difficult (or nearly impossible) for recently released people to exercise their opt-out

rights and they only have 30 days to do so.

2. Close the account after the opt-out period has expired: After the grace period has

expired, a cardholder can request that the account be closed and receive a refund via

mailed check. Someone with a $50 balance can use this option, but effectively has to

pay a fee of 20% for a very simple transaction.

3. Transfer the money to a bank account: Cardholders can transfer their balance to a bank

account. Two of the three major debit release card vendors, Numi and Access

Corrections, allow cardholders to transfer their funds to a bank account without a fee.

However, they do not provide much detail about how to do this, beyond referring

consumers to the program manager’s website. While this may be useful for cardholders

with bank accounts, most people being released from long terms of incarceration don’t

have bank accounts, effectively eliminating this option for them.

4. Use the card to make purchases: Cardholders can use their balances to make in-store

or online purchases. This only works if the business in question accepts Mastercard.

While many retailers do, many people and institutions that a consumer may need to pay,

like a landlord, do not. But even if a cardholder wants to use the card at a Mastercard-

accepting business, simply using the debit release card for purchases can subject them

to a whole new series of fees. Some cards charge users for each purchase. For

example, seven cards levy such fees, averaging $0.71 per transaction.  There are

monthly fees of $3.95 per month as well as an inactivity fee of $3.95, ATM approval or

decline fees of $2.95, $1.50 for balance inquiries as well as enhanced fees for

international usage. Note that vendors are already compensated for the cost of
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processing transactions through interchange fees paid by merchants. Finally, some debit 

release cards have monthly or even weekly maintenance fees, so the longer it takes the 

consumer to spend down their balance, the more they will pay in maintenance fees. 

5. Get cash at an ATM: Getting cash from an ATM also presents its own challenges and

fees. Very few debit release card vendors have their own network of ATMs where

consumers can withdraw their money for free, or a relatively low fee. If a cardholder uses

an ATM outside of this network, they’re likely to be hit with fees by both the card issuer

and the bank that operates the ATM.

6. Withdraw cash at a bank: Over-the-counter withdrawals appear to often be fee-free but

figuring out how to use this option can be nearly impossible. For example, the cardholder

agreement for VADOC debit release cards states that cardholders must perform over-

the-counter withdrawals at a “MasterCard principal financial institution,” but neither their

debit release card vendor nor Mastercard itself provides information on how to determine

which bank branches fall within this category.

RECOMMENDATIONS BY WORK GROUP 

We recommend that the legislature: 

• Offer people being released from custody the option to receive a check or money order,

for a fee not to exceed $2.00, or a debit release card, making sure to simultaneously

provide the card’s fee schedule. As detailed above, for decades, jails provided a check

or money order to people being released from custody with the balance of their trust

accounts. Currently, most jails allow people in custody to send money home to a family

member or loved one by purchasing a money order from the facility.

• Limit the cumulative monthly account fees for debit release cards to 3% of the average

card balance, not to exceed $15 in any month.

• Prohibit jails from collecting commissions or revenue sharing with the vendor for debit

release card services.
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Recommendation #3.3: Repeal “pay-to-stay” fees and associated 

collections action, and work release fees 

ANALYSIS BY WORK GROUP 

What is the history and context? In 2003, the General Assembly empowered sheriffs and 

regional jail superintendents to charge a fee to incarcerated people up to $1 per day to “defray 

the costs of their incarceration.” In 2009, the cap of $1 per day was increased to $3 per day.  

Unable to pay, these individuals are subject to collections action by the sheriff or jail 

superintendent contracting with a collection agent or with the local treasurer.  

Being subject to collections action constitutes an additional – and significant – barrier for people 

returning to the community from incarceration. Their needs include things like employment 

opportunities, professional licensure requirements, and access to social programs and 

assistance. One of the most critical needs, however, is housing. People who are unhoused are 

more likely to come into contact with law enforcement, which exponentially increases the 

likelihood of rearrest. People already face barriers to housing due to criminal records, and if they 

do not, having open accounts in collections can further prevent access to housing and creates a 

negative feedback loop that leads to reincarceration.  

Where are we now: Of the 28 jails that responded to the survey, 18 charge a daily pay-to-stay 

fee, collecting $2,367,159 in revenue together. This is not accounting for those who were 

assessed the pay-to-stay fees and did not have the funds to pay for it.   

RECOMMENDATIONS BY WORK GROUP 

We recommend that the legislature: 

.  

• Prohibit “pay-to-stay” fees by fully repealing sections 53.1-127.3, 53.1-127.5, and 53.1-

131-84 of the Code of Virginia;

• Prohibit work release, electronic monitoring, and “weekender” fees
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CONCLUSION

The work group appreciates the input of all members and the time they put into discussion and 

outcomes.  

While we did not achieve full consensus on the recommendations contained in this report, we 

largely had agreement that existing cost and fee models are counterproductive to the end goal 

of public safety.  

The workgroup also agreed that Virginia’s local and regional jails should be properly funded by 

the Commonwealth, and that programs and services are an essential part of their operations. 

Two members of the work group disagreed and one abstained. Their dissenting arguments are 

contained in the appendices. 
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APPENDIX 

Redacted Contracts 

REDACTED CONTRACT #1: Virginia Peninsula Regional Jail’s REDACTED Master Services 

Agreement, p. 29-38

REDACTED CONTRACT #2: Culpeper County Jail’s REDACTED Inmate Telephone Service 

Agreement, p. 39-50

REDACTED CONTRACT #3: New River Valley Regional Jail’s REDACTED Agreement, 

Inmate Telephone Services Agreement, p. 51-69

Letters of Dissent 

DISSENT #1: Superintendent Ted Hull, Northern Neck Regional Jail, VARJ, p. 70-74 

DISSENT #2: Sheriff Joseph Baron, Norfolk, p. 75-79 

DISSENT #3: Pelicia Hall, VIApath Technologies, p. 80-81 

DISSENT #4: Mike Evancho, Oasis Commissary, p. 82-85 

Letters of Support 

SUPPORT #1: Bianca Tylek, Worth Rises, p. 86-88 

SUPPORT #2: Paulettra James, Juanita Belton, Santia Nance, Sistas in Prison Reform, p. 

89-90 

SUPPORT #3: Chuck Meire, Social Action Linking Together, p.91-92 

SUPPORT #4: Andy Elders, Justice Forward Virginia, p. 93-94

SUPPORT #5: Shawn Weneta, ACLU of Virginia, p. 95-97











































 

 
 

 
20 October 2021  
 
VIA OVERNIGHT DELIVERY AND ELECTRONIC MAIL 
 
Culpeper County 
131 West Cameron St. 
Culpeper, VA 22701 
 

Re: Change to International Inmate Telephone Service Rates 
 
Dear Sir or Madam: 
 
Global Tel*Link Corporation (“GTL” or “Company”) and the Culpeper County (the 
“Premises Provider”) are parties to a certain Inmate Telephone Service Agreement, dated 
May 30, 2008 as amended from time to time (the “Agreement”). 
 
Effective October 26, 2021, GTL must make certain changes to inmate telephone service rates 
and ancillary service charges mandated by the Federal Communications Commission (“FCC”) 
Third Report and Order, Order on Reconsideration, and Fifth Further Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking issued in WC Docket No. 12-375 on May 24, 2021 (“FCC Order”).  
 
The only changes required by the FCC Order that affect the Agreement are those related to 
international inmate telephone service rates. The law requires the Company to implement the 
new international inmate telephone service rate caps or face steep penalties imposed by the FCC 
for failure to comply with the law.  Consequently, based on the change in law, the Company 
will implement the following changes effective October 26, 2021: 
  
1. In compliance with the FCC Order and FCC Rule Section 64.6030, effective October 
26, 2021 or the effective date of the FCC Order, whichever is later, the rates and charges for 
international inmate telephone service (“ITS”) will be: 

 
All collect calling format:  $0.21 per minute of use. 
 
International ITS calls, whether made using a debit or prepaid/AdvancePay™ 
format: The International rate of $0.21 per minute plus the applicable call termination 
rate for the international destination of the call as published on the Company’s website, 
which may be updated every 3 months in accordance with the FCC Order.  These rates 
can be found at:  https://www.gtl.net/legal-and-privacy/federal-tariffs-and-price-lists/. 
 
No per call, per connection, or flat-rate calling charges shall apply to international ITS 
per minute of use calls. 
 
The international ITS rates set forth above are exclusive of taxes and other amounts 
collected by the Company on behalf of, or paid to, third parties, including but not limited 
to payments in support of statutory or regulatory programs mandated by governmental 
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or quasi-governmental authorities, such as the Federal Universal Service Fee, and any 
costs incurred by the Company in connection with such programs.   

   
We look forward to continuing to work with you and support you and the community you serve. 
We are ready to work with you at your convenience to finalize an amendment to the Agreement 
to the extent necessary. Thank you for your cooperation on this matter. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
Janna Peters 
Director of Contracts & Procurement 
Global Tel*Link Corporation 
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Virginia Association 

 of Regional Jails. 

 

Contribution, 

Critique and Dissension 

Of SB581 Workgroup Report 
 

Contribution to SB581 Report (Pre-Draft Composition 11/15/22) 
 
Respectfully, considering the fact that despite having 8 months since enactment, there has only been 

two meetings with quorum of the primary SB581 Workgroup, no meetings of individual industry specific 

subgroups and no meaningful production of data or data analysis, the Virginia Association of Regional 

Jails finds it extremely difficult to contextually comment on a factually nonexistent report. That being 

said, please find enclosed in this email the Association’s position on the SB581 Workgroup, the scope of 

challenge and subsequent recommendations. 

The critique of the survey data notwithstanding, the limitations therein critiqued did NOT invalidate the 

need for an objective data instrument to frame any subsequent discussion. Quite the contrary, the 

disagreement and “controversy” associated with the devolution of data elements originally designed to 

identify structural issues to those designed to catalog general fund revenues and expenditure ONLY 

confirmed the necessity to objectively develop meaningful data elements and the need for professional 

analysis………..not refute it. It is our position that any discussion without validated data would be 

meaningless and subject to opinion, exaggeration, hyperbole and anecdotal stories from around the 

nation. It is the position of the Virginia Association of Regional Jails that if the interested parties are 

serious about seeking to assess the validity of the SB 581 assertions and the appropriateness of any 

policy recommendations, then we need to approach this topic seriously. Taking into account the 

significant capability and resource limitations of the Board of Local and Regional Jails, the Association 

recommends that the necessary funds be appropriated to obtain third party professional objective 

comprehensive data survey promulgation and analysis services to ascertain the need and 

appropriateness of any policy proposals. 

Obviously, while the Association has significant concerns about the “strategic” need or validity of the SB 

581, we also believe that “tactically” there are several serious challenges of equal importance that 

impact the adoption of these policies (please see attached): 

                             The adoption of taxpayer supported inmate telephone services, and/or the abolishment 

of commission structures for inmate telephone services requires an actuarial study of 

the total associated costs before final policy decisions should be considered and 

made.  The Commonwealth, localities and facilities should have the best available fiscal 

estimates of potential outcomes at their disposal.                               

If adopted and the lost revenue is replaced by the Commonwealth, there is currently no 

mechanism that would facilitate the disbursement of funds. 

 



-                            It is the Association’s understanding that a taxpayer supported business model has only 

been instituted in one state (Connecticut), which is structurally different from 

Virginia.  Any proposed policy changes needs to be studied to ascertain the feasibility of 

a taxpayer supported inmate phone system in Virginia.   

                             Materially germane to the discussion; the type, nature and inmate call type distributions 

and the limits of an evaluation of an adverse cost impact to friends and family needs to 

be examined.   

                             The FCC and the federal government has invested almost 10 years into the market 

dynamics associated with this business space. As such, there needs to be an 

examination of the delta from a comparison of the Prison Policy Institute’s report of 

Inmate Phone Rates (2018) and the SB 581 Workgroup study 2022. 

                             In an effort to eliminate redundancy and possibly prevent needless effort, an 

assessment of the impact of the FCC October 26, 2021 rulemaking on the per unit costs 

of inmate telephone services needs to be completed before consideration of a policy 

change. 

As previously discussed, considering the financial impact of initiating the 

implementation of a taxpayer supported business model, an assessment of cost 

mitigation strategies and their effect on jail operations needs to be performed. 

A source of miscommunication and confusion, the Association believes a thorough 

discussion and examination of the limited utility of the Jail Cost Audit Report in 

ascertaining aggregate or individual Jail Expenditures would be helpful. 

                              The Association believes that an examination of the nature of a defined use revenue 

stream and the limited utility of specific expenditure survey or assessment would be 

helpful and could decrease obvious points of contention. 

                             As it appears to be a source of concern the Association believes that it would be 

instructive to broaden the discussion on the nature of the correctional Commissary 

business model. 

                             In an effort to clarify and enhance the overall understanding, the Association believe 

that a more comprehensive discussion on the unit type cost and margin distribution of 

the correctional commissary business model would be helpful. 

The Association has repeatedly affirmed that it is pleased to participate in any meaningful SB581 

discussion, however that participation does not confer or infer that the Association is in agreement with 

any pre-determined outcome, course of action or recommendation. Quite the contrary, our position, as 

it has always been, is that purpose of the workgroup was to: 1.) Ascertain IF there is a problem; 2.) IF so, 

how extensive is the problem and finally; 3.) What, if anything, do we want to recommend to do about it. 

While in our judgement that process would be the most prudent, reasonable, and the most capable 

effort in providing a factual and realistic assessment of need and recommendation, it was apparent from 

the workgroup’s inception the wisdom of our position did not lend itself to the workgroup advocate 

members.  



We truly regret our inability to articulate the benefits of our position. That being said, we will continue 

to seek to contribute to a more developed understanding of these issues in the future.   

It is our hope that these challenges can be addressed in a collegial fashion, the appropriate data 

acquired, useful analysis realized and beneficial discussion engaged.  Most importantly, it is also our 

hope that the adoption of public policy is one that benefits all Virginians and only after careful and 

thoughtful consideration.   

Dissent (Post Draft Presentation, 12/1/22) 
 
As previously advised, the Virginia Association of Regional Jails represents 22 regional jails, housing over 
half of the locally incarcerated inmates while serving the needs and priorities of over 75% of the cities 
and counties of the Commonwealth of Virginia. 
  
With all due respect, upon review of the proposed draft SB581 Workgroup Report and having done so 
the Association opposes its adoption as a representation of the work performed by the workgroup and 
consider it disingenuous and illegitimate as a representation of the last 8 months. 
  
At best, in all generosity, it is nothing more than the established policy position of the various 
advocate participants and in doing so lacks the necessary objective creditability required of a topic so 
significant to ALL the citizens of the Commonwealth.  
  
The Association does not take this position casually nor with malice. Our position is neither ideological 
nor political but only in consideration of our responsibilities to that 75+% of the Commonwealth who do 
not have representation on the workgroup and who’s interests, by virtue of this draft report, are being 
ignored and disregarded. 
  
Our opposition is not without legitimate merit by any objective standard. I have included some of them 
in this email for the workgroups consideration: 
  
1.            The ability and capacity of the author of the draft (ACLU) report to effectively and objectively 

complete the assigned task was not nor has been established. 
  
2.            The assignment of the author is/was without the advice and consent of the workgroup and was 

established by fiat. 
  
3.            As a participating member of the workgroup, the assignment of the ACLU as the author of the 

group’s report was and is inappropriate. By definition, he is biased and not remotely impartial. 
  
4.            What data or data analysis that does exist has NOT been shared with the Workgroup and has 

been seen (to our knowledge, at least it has not been shared with the VSA or VARJ) only by the 
Chairman and the ACLU. This fact compounds the lack of transparency and objectivity necessary 
for any level of confidence in the draft report. 

  
 
 
 
 



 
5.           There has been ONLY two previous meetings with quorum of the primary Workgroup. During 

the course of those two meetings there was only one material “discussion” relative to some 
minor definition of data elements (with subsequent assertion on the futility of trying to tie 
general fund revenue to specific expenditure) and one vote to authorize the re-introduction of 
the original SB581 in the next legislative session ………………………………..BEFORE any workgroup 
work having been initiated much less completed. 

  
6.           There has been NO meetings of the three established industry/issue sub-work groups 

(Communication, Commissary, Other). NO ACTUAL WORK HAS BEEN PERFORMED IN THE 
PERFORMANCE OF THE STATUTORY WORKGROUP MANDATE. It is the Association’s position 
that to issue a report or recommendation from non-existent work both inappropriate and 
illegitimate. 

  
7.           While there may be some legitimate critique of the aggregate responses to the data survey, 

beyond one casual question to the phrase “in form or function” there was no discussion of the 
failure to actually initiated a valid survey instrument nor why there was no validation process of 
the data elements by the work group members who actually have knowledge of jail operations 
and that would have to complete the survey.   

  
In “form”, the survey was poorly designed and executed with field structures that were miss 
assigned (ie. most fields prevented the use of decimal points on fields that REQUIRED decimal 
points), incomplete linear data processes that didn’t allow for multiple connected data elements 
(ie. bundle services and MAGs - minimal annual guarantees) and meaningless data elements (ie. 
the cost of shampoo). 
  
In “function”, the final data survey represented a complete devolution from the originally 
proposed survey (which was designed to capture the structural and strategic data elements that 
addressed issues associated with the proposed workgroup objectives) and the end 
product……which was nothing more than a catalog of attempts designed to tie general fund 
revenue to specific expenditures. Despite the recognition that any attempt to do so was and is 
impossible. 

  
8.            In consideration of a data survey attempt so amateur and incomplete, it is entirely impossible 

to “extrapolate” (as referenced in the draft document) anything meaningful from those results. 
  
9.           The inclusion of anecdotal “testimony” that was not discussed, assessed or can even attempted 

to be validated was inappropriate and was not meant to inform but to inflame. 
 
10. In the workgroup, Ms. Robyn de Socio, the Executive Secretary for the Compensation Board, in 

response to questions regarding the Jail Cost Report's table of "Inmate Canteen & Other 
Auxiliary Funds" showing commissary and telephone revenues and individual Inmate Program 
expenditures by jail, stated that the Jail Cost Reports lack a detailed breakdown of expenditures 
for inmate programs in a way that can be compared against inmate commissary and telephone 
revenues, and therefore the report would not assert that jails are not spending defined use 
revenues on inmate related programs and expenditures as required by statute.  She also stated 
that in order to capture and present expenditures supported by inmate commission or fee 
revenues in a manner consistent with the intent of the workgroup draft report, the 



Compensation Board would have to modify, with stakeholder participation, the data collection 
instruments that support the compilation of the annual Jail Cost Report for future reports. 

 
  
10..        Consistent with the previous position of the Association and in light of the Compensation 

Board’s comments on this issue, the use of the Jail Cost Audit Report to somehow capture 
predicted costs is completely inappropriate and quite frankly completely wrong in any 
meaningful way. It is NOT built that way and that is not its intent. Any attempt to somehow “jam 
a square peg in a round hole” will only result in misguided and false financial assumptions that 
will have fundamentally detrimental fiscal implications for the localities and the 
Commonwealth. The attributes, strengths and weaknesses of using the Jail Cost Audit Report for 
this purpose was not discussed.  We strongly urge the Workgroup to resist the temptation to 
“hit the easy button” on an amount of money potentially this significant. The citizens of the 
Commonwealth deserve better.  

  
11..        There has been zero discussion, effort or attempt to actually capture revenue implications, 

future capital costs required and operational expenditures (current and future) associated with 
the proposed “recommendations” to detriment of the Commonwealth. 

  
12.  As evidenced by the entirety of what limited discussion experienced in the work group and 

submission of pertinent contributions, there has been a complete dismissal and disregard for 
the Association’s paradigm, position and contribution calls into question the validity of any work 
group product.  

 
In light of these concerns, the Association is of the opinion that if the interested parties are actually 
seeking to look into SB581 associated issues, the only appropriate and objective recommendation the 
Workgroup should issue is a recommendation to appropriate the necessary funds in the next legislative 
session and actually do the work necessary to insure the interests of all the citizens of the 
Commonwealth are preserved and promoted. 
  
If it does, the Virginia Association of Regional Jails will be happy to assist. 
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November 30, 2022 

 

 

The Honorable Senator Joseph D. Morrissey 

The Honorable Senator John Cosgrove 

The Honorable Delegate Amanda Batten 

The Honorable Delegate Patrick Hope 

Ryan McCord 

Colleen Maxwell 

 

RE: Public Comment for SB 581 and HB 1053 Workgroup / Addendum submission 

 

Dear SB 581 and HB 1053 Workgroup Leadership, 

 

The Virginia Sheriff’s Association (VSA) objects to the SB 581 and HB 1053 Workgroup Report 

(Report) and we are grateful for the opportunity to offer the reasons for our dissent. The VSA 

concerns include the failure of the Workgroup (WG) to truly study and discuss the concerns as 

mandated by SB 581 and HB 1053 (Bills), a failure that resulted in the creation of a flawed survey 

and a flawed and factually inaccurate Report. Further, the VSA has great concerns that the Bills and 

the Report recommendations would create new unfunded mandates while also removing funding 

sources without any identifiable replacement. The WG never fully discussed these concerns or 

identified potential unintended consequences that would result if the Bills became law. These 

concerns and others are the basis for the VSA objections and do not reflect any objection to the 

overall premise of a need for equity when providing services of any type within jails and prisons. 

The VSA recommends a comprehensive study of fee-based services, commission revenues, inmate 

program funding, and unfunded mandates involving all jail and prison operations.  

 

FAILURE TO STUDY AND DISCUSS 

   

The creation of the WG was to study, discuss, and work on commission and fee concerns as outlined 

in the Bills. However, the WG did not study everything, had limited discussion that were opinion 

based, and no real work done to flush out all aspects of the concerns. For example, the meeting of 

August 30, 2022, determined the WG would include the subcommittees of Commissary, 

Communications, and Other Costs. Subcommittee members were established, and an agreement 

made that the chair of each subcommittee would contact the designated members to schedule a 

meeting within two weeks. To date none of the subcommittees have met as agreed on. 

Additionally, the WG had only three scheduled meetings that met quorum requirements. The 

meetings were limited in time and failed to create any in depth dialog about concerns of equity, 

costs, unfunded mandates, a valid survey, and more. The limited WG meetings and zero 

subcommittee meetings resulted in no meaningful discussions or research to ensure the validity of 

any subsequent survey or report.   

 

In fact, the WG process left the impression it was just for show to meet the requirement of convening 

a workgroup as determined in the Bills.  Aside from the issues of limited WG and subcommittee 

meetings, this impression can be illustrated by a narrative in the minutes, which falsely leads anyone 

reading them to believe subcommittee work was done and discussions were productive. 

 

 



 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As an example, the minutes of the November 7, 2022, meeting would have anyone reading them 

believe that the subcommittees had met, but they had nothing to report! There was nothing to report 

because the meetings never occurred. Another illustration can be seen in the minutes of November 7, 

2022, under the Data Analysis Discussion section, as it indicates Senator Morrissey led the 

discussion of the survey data received. No such discussion occurred. What Senator Morrissey 

reported was that 16 out of 59 jails provided contracts returned to the WG, and that those contracts 

were heavily redacted and unusable. There was no further discussion of any “data from the surveys” 

received.  Senator Morrissey deferred to the representatives from two advocacy groups, the ACLU 

and Worth Rises, to report what data had been collected from the jails. No one in the WG, other than 

the ACLU and Worth Rises, has seen any data from the surveys or has been able to inspect the data 

submitted from the contractors. Finally, the meeting of November 7, 2022, was from the start rushed 

and left little room for discussion. While Superintendent Ted Hull and I voiced objections to form 

and function of the survey, Senator Morrissey quickly brushed aside these objections and then led a 

vote to reintroduce the Bills to the General Assembly. This appears to have been the main purpose of 

the meetings all along and leaves the impression that the workgroup was for show and nothing else. 

 

The WG started with optimism and the promise for meaningful discussions about the merits and 

flaws of the Bills. The VSA was eager to get to work and ensure all WG members had an 

opportunity to see all sides of the issues related to fees for phone services, visitation, canteen, work 

release, home electronic monitoring, and more. Further, it was hoped that the real costs related to 

these services could be realized and how displacing or ending them could affect state and local 

budgets, as well as related non-financial unintended consequences. Some of those unintended 

consequences would include reduced behavior controls, increased safety, and security risks, reduced 

public safety services, reduced variety of available goods for inmates, reduced inmate programs, and 

more. The workgroup may question how changing one service may affect so many inmates related 

services and jail operations. The VSA asserts changes in services will adversely affect safety, 

security, and inmate services. How? The answer was available IF the WG and its subcommittees 

completed a genuine study of everything as outlined in the Bills.  We will never fully know, as there 

is clearly no interest in getting to the truth or learning more about these complex operations. 

 

The impression is a process clearly filled with bias. The makeup of the WG offered no balance of 

interests and sought to focus on one belief, that contractors are evil and making money off the backs 

of inmates and their families. With that focus, the advocates for free services (which are never truly 

free) far outnumbered jail representatives which amounted to two people. It is important to note 

that all of these fee-based services are optional! Families and/or inmates are not required to 

spend their money on these services. The VSA would not be troubled by the imbalance of the WG 

IF all pertinent information were gathered, IF the subcommittees actually met and completed their 

research, and IF all voting members had the opportunity to review and digest the findings of the 

research before determining what to report out. Unfortunately, none of this occurred.  

 

FLAWED SURVEY 

 

As previously stated, the WG had only three scheduled meetings that met quorum requirements. 

Only one of these meetings resulted in a limited discussion and review of the “draft” of a survey to 

send to jails. The intention of the survey was to collect data on fee-based services as well as 

contracts throughout Virginia. Only one meeting spoke on the issue of the survey instrument, after 

which there was no follow-up to ensure the survey would be in good form and functional to facilitate 

the needs of the workgroup in meeting its mandate for the pending report. The process used to create 

the survey caused it to fail and does not meet any best practices for the collection of valid data.  

 
 

 

 

 



 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The rush to create and distribute a survey doomed the survey from ever providing information of 

value. There was a need to have the survey fully and effectively reviewed and vetted. This did not 

occur.  For example, the WG wanted to review how much jails spend on inmate programs, yet the 

survey never asked that question. Instead, the WG asked for 5 years of financials with few jails 

complying. Even if the WG received the financials, most reports would not have a separate line item 

to reflect total spending on inmate programs. This problem and others could have been resolved if a 

“survey” subcommittee were established for its creation. The subcommittee could have ensured jails 

across the Commonwealth had input and buy-in to the process so as to ensure high participation. 

However, the defects of the survey and the failure to get buy-in most likely accounted for the low 

number of respondents (28 out of 59 jails). Further, twenty-eight jails provided data, yet the WG was 

not given access to the findings. This illustrates a lack of transparency and leaves WG members 

without the ability to inspect and draw our own conclusions about the materials collected.  

 

For all of these reasons, the VSA believes the survey was flawed and caused it to fail as an effective 

instrument to inform the WG. 

 

FLAWED AND INACCURATE REPORT 
 

The VSA argued, and presented discussion in the WG meeting dated November 29, 2022, that the 

Report is replete with unsupported statements, opinions, suppositions, and false information. Any 

report based on such brings into question at least the reliability of the information presented and at 

most the validity of the report as a whole. 

 

From the start, the Report suggests the workgroup as comprising of individuals who never 

participated in the process (Senator John Cosgrove) or who never had a representative at all 

(Virginia Association of Chiefs of Police (VACP)). To suggest Senator Cosgrove or the VACP 

participated in any way is false and is an integrity concern. As it relates to Senator Cosgrove, it is my 

belief he did not have proper notice, as the workgroup did not use his correct email address. 

 

The Report goes on to point out the limited response from jails to the survey sent to collect relevant 

data for the workgroup to study. As stated in previous correspondence, the survey was flawed and 

not vetted effectively to ensure it could be an instrument, which would supply the valid and desired 

information for the workgroup. Again, one such flaw is the failure of the survey to ask specifically 

what each jail spends on “inmate programs”. The narrative of the report suggests information on 

total jail expenses on “inmate programs” requested and respondents failed to provide this 

information. This is false.  

 

Further, the narrative then points to the FY21 Jail Cost Report produced by the State Compensation 

Board as evidence jails are not spending any money on inmate programs. The problem is the Report 

is using a report that has an inherent flawed data collection instrument. Each jail costs report has an 

auto-fill feature that draws its information from worksheets completed by jail administrators or 

finance divisions. There is a worksheet for revenues and expenses. The problem with this data 

collection instrument is that there is no line item on the expense worksheet for “inmate programs” 

and therefore the information does not transfer to the Jail Cost Report. The same issue occurs with 

reporting grant funds under revenues. There is not a line item on the revenue’s worksheet for grant 

funding. A representative from the State Compensation Board admitted in the meeting that the 

process has flaws. This makes the use of Jail Cost Reports invalid as a source identifying what jails 

spend on inmate programs.  

 

As an example, Norfolk’s Jail Cost Report to the state shows zero dollars spent on inmate programs, 

which is false. Norfolk spent $1.2 million dollars providing inmate services. However, this is not 

reflected on the Jail Cost Report because there was not a line item on the worksheet (provided by the 

state) to report this expenditure.  Further, the expenses related to inmate programs is located under 

the Canteen and Telephone revenues and expenses section of the State Jail Cost Report. Again, this   



 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

flaw was discoverable if the WG and subcommittees ever met to have meaningful discussions.   

 

 

UNFUNDED MANDATES & REMOVAL OF FUNDING SOURCE 

 

The VSA submits that the Bills, if passed and implemented would create new unfunded mandates 

including free telephone services, canteen services, and work release programs. The Commonwealth 

of Virginia currently provides no money to support these services and others under scrutiny in the 

Bills. Moreover, the Bills and the Report’s recommendation to eliminate commissions effectively 

eliminates a funding resource for inmate programs, auxiliary staffing for such programs, and 

enhanced medical and mental health services. 

 

One WG member stated jails use funding loss as an argument against losing commissions is a “Red 

Herring.” Yet, if the WG studied this concern in full, we would learn that the removal of such funds 

without an identifiable replacement endangers such programs, which are not mandated, but proven 

to reduce recidivism. Currently the state and localities do not fund programs that develop inmate job 

skills, expanded educational services, address substance abuse concerns, and the teaching of conflict 

resolution skills. The concern is not a “Red Herring.” It is real and must be addressed. 

 

 

The VSA believes it is important to note services that are required by DOC standards that are 

wholly unsupported by state funding and that are partially fee-based supported.  

• 6VAC15-40- 280 Availability and administration of education services. 

• 6VAC15-40-290 Provisions of reading materials. 

• 6VAC15-40-310 Commissary services. 

• 6VAC15-40-380 Inmate access to medical services 

• 6VAC15-40-550 Food service program. 

• 6VAC15-40-660 Access to telephone facilities. 

• 6VAC15-40-740 Requirements for clothing, linens, and towels. 

• 6VAC15-40-770 Provision of hygiene items 

 

The WG further fails to recognize the impact of inflation on state and local budgets, as well as on jail 

operational costs. This fact exasperates any notion that lost funding and free services would be 

supportable by financial infusions from the state and localities. Norfolk Jail medical costs, as an 

example, will increase in 2023 from $4.8 million dollars to $9.2 million dollars. None of which is 

supplemented by the state.   

 

The WG suggests the Bills would have to mandate funding for the services in question. The VSA has 

no real belief such a proposal would pass. Further, if it did pass, it would only address the funding 

for concerns like phone services and work release operations. It would not address the loss of 

funding for inmate programs.  

 

In closing, the VSA cannot support the Bills as they are and fully does not support the Report from 

the WG. The VSA again argues the process to create the Report has left it replete with unsupported 

statements, opinions, suppositions, and false information. Any report based on such brings into 

question its reliability and it should be set aside. The VSA concerns include WG’s failure to truly 

study and discuss the concerns as mandated by SB 581 and HB 1053 (Bills), resulting a flawed 

survey instrument. Finally, the VSA believes the loss of funds and the potential for the creation of 

new unfunded mandates make the Bills unsupportable. These concerns and others are the basis for 

the VSA objections. Again, the VSA welcomes any comprehensive study of fee-based services, 

commission revenues, inmate program funding, and unfunded mandates involving all jail and prison 

operations. Without such a study, the VSA will not support the Bills or the Report finding and 

recommendations. 



 

   

 

 

 
Sheriff Joseph Baron 

Norfolk Sheriff / High 

Constable 

Virginia Sheriff’s 

Association Representative 
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Date: December 1, 2022 

 

To: SB581 Workgroup 

  

Re: Global Tel*Link Corporation d/b/a ViaPath Technologies Comments on Draft 

 Report Circulated November 29, 2022 

 

 Global Tel*Link Corporation d/b/a ViaPath Technologies (“ViaPath”) has been an active 

participant in the workgroup established pursuant to Virginia Senate Bill 581 (“SB581”), which 

requires the State Board of Local and Regional Jails (the “Board”) to convene a workgroup to 

review and make recommendations regarding the reduction or elimination of costs and fees 

charged to inmates in local or regional correctional facilities for certain types of services.  ViaPath 

has reviewed the draft report circulated to workgroup members on November 29, 2022 (the 

“Draft”), and was further discussed during the workgroup’s November 29, 2022 meeting. 

 

 ViaPath provides inmate calling services (“ICS”) and related services to the Virginia 

Department of Corrections (“DOC”) and several local and/or regional correctional facilities in 

Virginia.  As such, ViaPath is uniquely qualified to provide information to the workgroup 

regarding the areas covered by SB581 and has welcomed the opportunity to serve as a valuable 

resource for information needed to fuel purposeful discussions among workgroup members.  For 

example, ViaPath provided to the workgroup redacted copies of its Virginia contracts in effect 

from 2017 to 2022.  While under no legal obligation to do so, ViaPath provided this information 

in good faith.   

 

 ViaPath abstained from voting on the Draft during the November 29, 2022 meeting because 

there has been no meaningful exchange of information between workgroup members, which 

undermines the validity of the Draft.  Unfortunately, not all members of the workgroup provided 

the data necessary to make substantive recommendations, nor did all members of the workgroup 

have access to the same information as other members.  The Draft therefore reflects the views and 

recommendations of only a small subsection of the workgroup, and not the group as a whole.  As 

a result, ViaPath cannot support the Draft as structured because it does not take into consideration 

all necessary information and does not reflect a consensus of the parties.  

 

 Further, ViaPath objects to the Draft’s unsupported conclusion that ViaPath’s contract 

redactions are inconsistent with Virginia law.  ViaPath provided the workgroup with a detailed 

explanation of why the redacted contract information is confidential, trade secret information or is 

otherwise protected from public disclosure under the Virginia Public Procurement Act, the 

Virginia Freedom of Information Act, and other applicable state and federal laws.  The Draft 

should be revised to note ViaPath’s assertions of confidentiality without making any conclusion 

regarding the redactions. 

  

Finally, ViaPath continues to be committed to the workgroup’s effort and is willing to 

continue discussion and engagement in the process. 
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ViaPath respectfully requests these comments be incorporated into and included in the final 

report to be submitted by the workgroup to the Chairmen of the House Committee on Public Safety 

and the Senate Committee on Rehabilitation and Social Services by December 1, 2022. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

/s/ Pelicia E. Hall 
 

Pelicia E. Hall 

Senior Vice President 

Global Tel*Link Corporation d/b/a ViaPath Technologies 

 
 



DISSENT #4: Mike Evancho, Owner of Oasis Commissary 

Mr. Evancho would like to go on record to formally request to amend his vote to “Nay” due to 

overall lack of data collected from the survey, and the following dissentions with the Report 

from the Work Group on Senate Bill 581 and House Bill 1053. 

“The work group convened three times during the study period, on August 30th, November 7th, 

and November 29th. The group also met without a quorum on June 22, 2022…….. In response to 

this request, the group received survey responses from 28 out of 59 local and regional 

correctional facilities; the group received complete survey responses from only two facilities.” 

The survey did not gather enough information for any solid conclusions/solutions to be issued on 

the topic of commissions. It is also important to note that commissary operations entail more 

than providing a store from incarcerated individuals to make purchases. Commissary vendors 

also provide accounting software, care packages via a website, kiosks, tablets, vending machines, 

and other equipment requested by the facilities. Services levels range from dropping commissary 

orders at the loading dock, delivery to the cell, and full fiduciary services.  

Mr. Evancho attended each meeting and was never asked to elaborate or explain commissary 

operations within correctional facilities. Mr. Evancho has over 47 years of experience in the 

food, vending, and correctional commissary market and could have provided in depth knowledge 

on commissary operations, the changing marketplace, and investments commissary vendors 

make in correctional facilities.  

“Prohibit commissions on commissary sales entirely.” 

Eliminating commissions entirely would ultimately hurt the incarcerated individual. Many 

programs and staff salaries are funded by commissions generated by the commissary. It is 

unrealistic to believe that the lost revenue would be fully replaced by a taxpayer supported 

business model. At the very least, a study would need to be conducted to establish the feasibility 

of such a model. 

“Current commissary vendors like Keefe, Aramark, and Oasis provide low-quality items at non-

competitive costs. Many of their products are produced in-house but compared to name brands 

at retail grocery stores for pricing comparison purposes. Markups on food and clothing items 

are not transparent to the public or the consumer.” 

Oasis has a catalog of over 2,000 products to create a custom commissary menu for each client 

facility. Oasis is committed to selling brand name products that incarcerated individuals 

recognize. The quality and consistency a name brand provides ensures satisfaction to 

incarcerated individuals. All items on the commissary menu are approved by the facility and 

samples are available for testing.  

In addition to providing a wide variety of products, Oasis must also take into consideration the 

security of products being sold within a correctional setting. We do not sell any products that 

include metal or glass in the packaging. Also, we do not sell products that are alcohol based. To 



help ensure contraband is not hidden inside hygiene products, Oasis offers many products in 

clear, see-through packaging. Each commissary order is double heat sealed to prevent tampering 

and packaged in clear, 2-ply plastic bags. 

The commissary menu pricing is restricted by fair market. Oasis conducts market surveys at 

local convenience stores to determine proper selling prices of products.  

“Commissary vendors are selected by facility heads through a RFP process, and once 

contracted, usually become the sole provider of commissary goods for the facility.” 

In most RFP processes, the commissary vendors are selected by a committee made up of facility 

and purchasing staff. In many cases, the facility head recuses themselves from the RFP process 

entirely. The committee evaluates proposals on many factors, such as price, commission, service, 

references, software, and hardware provided by the vendor.  

“Mandate that prices for items sold in commissary not be more than 10% higher than the cost of 

comparable items at e-tailers (e.g., Amazon, Walmart, etc.) .” 

To hold any company to the pricing of two of the largest retailers in the world is not feasible. 

The amount of volume done by companies such as Amazon and Walmart allow them to sell 

products below fair market in many cases. These e-tailers do not have to provide the level of 

security or service that is require of commissary vendors in a correctional environment.  

These e-tailers are not required to invest thousands of dollars in equipment (kiosks, tablets, carts, 

software) at these correctional facilities like commissary vendors. For example, in 2016, Oasis 

paid $40,000 in order to install the infrastructure necessary to provide dorm kiosks to the 

incarcerated population at a regional jail. These kiosks allowed incarcerated individuals more 

immediate access to medical requests, grievances, the handbook, inquiries, and commissary 

ordering with pictures of the products. The dorm kiosks themselves were an additional $70,000 

investment.   

E-tailers such as Amazon and Walmart simply provide a transactional service, where as 

commissary vendors are involved in the daily maintenance and support of each facility’s 

commissary operation. Commissary vendors provide 24/7 support for each of their client 

facilities on all hardware and software.  

With many facilities facing staffing shortages, commissary vendors have been asked to take on 

the distribution of commissary orders directly to the individual. This increase in labor to the 

commissary vendor can cause the commissions to be lowered and/or prices to be adjusted to pay 

for the service. E-tailers cannot provide this type of service to the facility.  

Many factors are taken into account when pricing products, but Oasis still strives to provide fair 

market pricing. Below are the costs considered when determining product prices.   

• Raw cost of product 

• Transportation, handling, and shipping charges to our warehouse 



• Special clear plastic bag used for packing commissary orders and then double heat-sealed 

using special heat sealer for the security of the package. 

• Special printers are used at our distribution center, which prints commissary orders onto 

two-part carbon paper. 

• Labor at our distribution enter includes 

o Ordering all products 

o Receiving all products 

o Paying all payables 

o Entering all menu orders into computer and deducting from  

incarcerated individuals account 

o Packaging commissary orders individually 

o Boxing orders by dorm into heavy duty corrugated boxes and then palletized for 

shipping. 

o Spot check by management to insure accuracy of packing. 

• Once the commissary orders are packaged 

o Orders are delivered to housing areas 

o Rechecking of commissary order by individual and getting signature of 

incarcerated individual. 

• Filing and accessing commissary receipts 

• Appropriate state and county sales tax 

• Commission returned to the County Inmate Fund  

• Investment of Equipment/Software 

o Computers/Kiosks/Tablets 

o Lockdown Accounting Software License 

o Upgrades to the Lockdown Accounting Software 

o Training for both the facility staff and Oasis employees of the software 

o Ongoing support of the networked accounting system. 

o Carts and shelving in the commissary room.  

• Also included in pricing is some miscellaneous expenses which include 

o Employee drug testing 

o Menu development and printing 

o Business licenses 

o Cost of inventory to insure availability and variety of products 

o E-Verify and IMAGE certifications 

o Insurance liability and workers compensation 

o Payroll taxes and employee benefits 

 

 



“Mandate that jails offer regular-sized products, in addition to single-servings where possible, 

as single-servings invariably increase prices.” 

Many facilities do not allow regular-sized products because it poses a security threat to the 

incarcerated individuals or the officers. Smaller products are harder to hide contraband in, and 

are more difficult to fashion into some sort of weapon. Larger products sizes could also pose a 

threat to incarcerated individuals wanting to inflict harm upon themselves.  

Single-serve products are preferred to eliminate open food products being stored in the cells, 

which could lead to a pest infestation.  

Trust Disbursements Upon Release 

• “Offer people being released from custody the option to receive a check or money order, 

for a fee not to exceed $2.00, or a debit release card, making sure to simultaneously 

provide the card’s fee schedule. As detailed above, for decades, jails provided a check or 

money order to people being released from custody with the balance of their trust 

accounts. Currently, most jails allow people in custody to send money home to a family 

member or loved one by purchasing a money order from the facility.  

• Limit the cumulative monthly account fees for debit release cards to 3% of the average 

card balance, not to exceed $15 in any month.  

• Prohibit jails from collecting commissions or revenue sharing with the vendor for debit 

release card services.” 

  

Oasis works with Numi to provide debit card release systems to correctional facilities. There is 

currently no fee at release for a formerly incarcerated individual to receive funds from their trust 

account. The individual then has 30 days to use the card or to retrieve funds from the card before 

being charged a fee from Numi. After 30 days, the individual is charged $5.95/month if the card 

has not been emptied, or if the individual continues to reload the card.  

Oasis does not make any revenue from the debit cards, and therefore does not pay commissions 

to the facility for debit card release services.  

 

In conclusion, there was very little attempt by the work group to understand how commissary 

operations work within a facility, and what exactly commissary vendors provide in terms of 

service and technology to each client facility. It was our hope that we could provide education 

and help both sides come to a reasonable conclusion/solution. The Report being presented is not 

an accurate representation of commissary because it does not take into consideration all services 

provided by commissary vendors.     
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December 1, 2022 

Senator Joe Morrisey 

General Assembly 

Commonwealth of Virginia 

 

RE: SB 581 Work Group Report Recommendations 

 

Dear Senator Morrisey: 

 

Worth Rises appreciates the opportunity to take part in the work group mandated under Virginia 

Senate Bill 581. We believe that the Virginia General Assembly should use the work group’s 

recommendations to make tangible policy changes that both strengthen families in the 

Commonwealth and promote public safety.  

 

Worth Rises has worked across the nation to help governments create more equitable funding 

structures for their correctional systems. Eliminating profiteering for both the private and public 

sectors throughout the criminal legal system is a central tenet of our work. Worth Rises has 

successfully passed policies to make communication in prisons and jails free in Connecticut, 

California, New York City, San Francisco, San Diego, Louisville, and Miami, among others. We 

have also eliminated commissary markups, prohibited fees for bail payments, prevented the 

privatization of care packages, and more.  

 

Not only do our wins in these other jurisdictions clearly establish the viability of the 

recommendations that have been put forth in the work group’s report, but they also help 

us understand the power of their impact.  

 

The fees levied on incarcerated people, particularly in the jail context, are almost entirely borne 

by their families and support networks. One in three families with an incarcerated loved one goes 

into debt trying to stay connected, and 87% of those carrying that burden are women, largely 

women of color.1 Those who cannot bear the costs are forced to reduce or even cut off financial 

and emotional support, leaving the basic human needs of their incarcerated loved ones unmet. 

This isolation also undermines their ability to fight their cases and drives desperate and 

unproductive behavior, serving no one.  

 

The policies we have passed and that are recommended in this report have instead 

strengthened families, supported children, created relief for the low-income communities, 

improved correctional environments for correctional officers and incarcerated people, and 

increased reentry outcomes. Now, while we admit that these changes are not always simple, 

the call to make them is easy. Moreover, we are committed to supporting any correctional 

agencies in Virginia who seeks our help in implementing these policies as we have in all the 

 
1 Who Pays? The True Cost of Incarceration on Families, Ella Baker Center, September 2015 

https://ellabakercenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/Who-Pays-FINAL.pdf


jurisdictions that we have worked in to date. We are familiar with not just the existing models, 

but the emerging models that are innovating correctional services.  

 

Some have argued that programs for incarcerated people rely on the revenues collected from the 

high fees on everything from calls to commissary. But as the report explains, state records show 

that only a very small fraction of these funds is spent on programs for incarcerated people. Most 

of those funds are spent on operating costs for facilities or put into the general coffers of 

localities. The data provided by sheriffs, commissioners, and their vendors does not refute that 

despite their protests that the data is somehow imperfect. In fact, jail administrators admitted to 

the work group that they cannot account for the funds they make off incarcerated people and 

their families except in the most general terms. And when asked to submit relevant financial data 

they refused or redacted data that would otherwise be useful in making such determinations.  

 

However, whether these monies are spent on programs or not does not make the egregious fees 

levied on calls, commissary, and other services any more just. Providing effective rehabilitative 

programs should be a foundational part of a jail’s function if they are to serve any purpose at all. 

Programs, like any other part of a jail facility, should be funded by the general operating budget 

of the facility and not funded off the backs of the Commonwealth’s low-income residents. 

Moreover, one might consider the provision of free communication, for example, to be an 

evidence-based program that could be made available to the entire population, rather than just a 

few, with research that confirms positive impacts on behavior and reentry.2 

 

Now, some jail administrators have described telecom, commissary, and financial services as 

both “optional” and “privileges” that serve as an “integral tool in the ability to control inmate 

behavior.” This manipulation of basic human needs explains their overall rebuke of this work 

group and the legislative intent behind the study. In the face of mountains of evidence that 

increasing communication improves reentry outcomes and public safety, that commissary is used 

to reluctantly supplement substandard food and hygiene provisions, and that money transfers are 

needed to accomplish both currently, they argue that these services are merely “optional.” 

Beyond that, just imagine being told that talking to your child is “optional” or having that held 

over your head to demand obedience in all cases, just or not. Their stance is about power and 

money, not fairness and public safety. 

 

If sheriffs and commissioners will not protect the Commonwealth’s families from rapacious 

telecommunication, commissary, and other vendors, largely because they are financially 

benefiting from these arrangements, the General Assembly must step in and do so itself. 

 

Finally, we understand that some have expressed dissatisfaction with the work group, but we 

agree with the recap provided in the report that clearly illustrates that this dissatisfaction is in 

large part due to their own reluctance to productively participate and contribute and their failed 

attempts at derailing the process. These parties have blocked attempts at transparency, 

encouraged vendors to be obstructionists, and even rebuked official state records. They did not 

enter into work group discussions in good faith or seeking to respect the legislative intent of SB 

 
2 Research Roundup, The positive impacts of family contact for incarcerated people and their families, 
Prison Policy Initiative, December 21, 2021 

https://www.prisonpolicy.org/blog/2021/12/21/family_contact/


 

 

581.3 Instead, they sought to protect the status quo and, more importantly, their revenue streams 

for their own benefit, not that of those in their custody or even their constituents. Their 

perspectives are dated and no longer reflect an intelligent use of resources in pursuit of public 

safety. 

 

In closing, we hope the General Assembly recognizes this as not just a criminal justice issue but 

also a racial justice, gender justice, and economic justice issue. We are supportive of the group’s 

report and wholeheartedly endorse its recommendations, which will serve to strengthen families, 

support women, promote child welfare, protect correctional officers, improve reentry, and 

increase public safety. We encourage the General Assembly to adopt these recommendations and 

reduce the financial burden of incarceration on the Commonwealth’s families.  

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 
 

Bianca Tylek 

Executive Director 

Worth Rises 

 
 

 

 
3 In an email to a large subset of the work group on November 4, 2022, at 1:55pm, Superintendent Ted Hull of Northern Neck 

Regional Jail wrote, “I don't believe that 581 REQUIRES me to do anything...” An email record can be provided upon request.  



December 1, 2022 

RE: SB 581 Work Group Report Recommendations 

Dear Senator Morrisey: 

The Sistas in Prison Reform would like to thank you all for the opportunity to be a part of the 
work group to review and make recommendations regarding the reduction or elimination of costs 
and fees charged to incarcerated individuals in local or regional correctional facilities in Virginia. 
We thoroughly enjoyed participating and learning alongside state colleagues to form the final 
report that will be presented to the 2023 General Assembly. 

Sistas in Prison Reform was created because we are directly impacted by the egregious sentences 
handed down to our loved ones. Therefore, we understand why the recommendations put forth 
by this working group are impactful to lessen the stress for families.  

We wholeheartedly believe that the Virginia General Assembly should seriously consider the 
recommendations put forth by this work group that was composed of not only advocates but also 
families of those impacted by the excessive cost to keep in touch with their loved 
ones.  Communication with families is crucial in the rehabilitation process of those 
incarcerated.  The recommendations of this work group have taken into consideration how these 
policies can not only strengthen families but also promote public safety.   

The report highlights the financial burdens that for far too long have fallen on the backs of the 
families of the incarcerated. Families should not be going into debt because local and regional 
jails, along with the contracted vendors, are inflating the costs to stay connected.  

For nearly 50 years, the incarceration rate in the U.S. has grown at an exponential rate. 
Incarceration is especially common in poor communities of color where nearly 70% of Black 
men who did not finish high school and are approaching midlife will be in prison at some point 
in their lives.[1] This issue is very personal to us as black women, as the exorbitant fees are 
affecting those in black and brown communities exponentially who are already struggling to 
survive in our country.  

Incarceration intensifies the marginalization of disadvantaged families and communities, and the 
burden of these hardships is shouldered primarily by women (Christian & Thomas, 2009; 
Roberts, 2004). By removing men from marriages and relationships – which discourages shared 
responsibility for children, the home, and the household economy – prisons, jails and justice 



system processes reproduce gender inequality. Women have long shouldered responsibility for 
balancing work and family, but incarceration may exacerbate this responsibility or, at the very 
least, maintain it. [3] Therefore, it is extremely important that the price of communication and 
commissary items are eliminated or reduced. 

Research has shown that increased contact with family in any format (e.g, visits, video calls, 
voice calls, or e-messaging) has benefits for incarcerated people, their families, and the public. 
[2] These benefits include decreases in misconduct, good order in facilities, stronger parent-child 
relationships, reduced recidivism, and increased public safety. 
 
One of the biggest issues presented during work group discussions was making sure the funds 
will be allocated in a way that would not harm current programs and staff at the regional jails. 
We trust that the Virginia General Assembly and the state will form the best timeline for this to 
roll out over the years, and for the dollars to be accounted for within the budget effectively. 
 
We are willing to continue to work closely with this work group and the General Assembly 
moving forward, to ensure that this is done with the best interest in mind for the state of Virginia, 
and the 60,000+ incarcerated families in Virginia. 
 
Thank you for your time, 
 
The Sistas in Prison Reform  
Paulettra James, Juanita Belton, and Santia Nance 
 
 

 

 

 

Email: thesip2021@gmail.com 

 
 
[1] https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/000312240406900201 
[2] https://www.prisonpolicy.org/blog/2021/12/21/family_contact/ 
[3] https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5629979/  
[4] https://www.prisonpolicy.org/profiles/VA.html 



The Honorable Senator Joseph Morrissey
The Honorable Delegate Amanda Batten
The Honorable Senator John Cosgrove
The Honorable Delegate Patrick Hope
Mr. Ryan McCord

Social Action Linking Together’s Position Regarding the SB581 Working Group

Senator Morrissey et al, this letter is intended to express Social Action Linking
Together’s (SALT’s) formal support for the recommendations of the SB581 working group. SALT
believes that the recommendation to reintroduce the SB581 language considered during the
2022 General Assembly session is prudent. Unfortunately, this working group has experienced
difficulty in meeting regularly and receiving the data requested from local and regional
correctional facilities. However, the available data and discussions within the workgroup have
confirmed a dire situation in Virginia’s jails.

The 2021 State Compensation Board’s (SCB) Jail Cost Report shows that local and
regional jails collected more than $43.7 million dollars in commissions on commissary items and
communication last year. This figure equates to an average of $4.85 per person for every day
they are incarcerated in a Virginia Jail. Some facilities collected more than $10 per person per
day. These numbers do not include corporate revenues for these services. The amount of
money involved in this model is staggering, especially considering that this revenue is not
coming from incarcerated people, but their loved ones.

Some members of the working group argued that the revenues were only used to
support the welfare of the people incarcerated in Virginia’s jails, including funding vital
programming. This argument is undercut by the lack of program spending reported by facilities
to the compensation board. The 2021 reported spending on “inmate programs” in Virginia jails
totaled less than $2.8 million. Some stakeholders on the committee noted that the SCB report’s
accounting methodology did not include personnel expenses in the “inmate programs” budget
line. This is correct, however, 67.7% of Virginia Jails reported $0 in program spending in 2021.
How significant can any program be without any spending on overhead or supplies?

Jails in Virginia are mainly used as pre-trial detention facilities. Many people incarcerated
within them are there because they cannot afford to pay cash bail. These people have been
convicted of no crime. They are incarcerated because they are poor. This fact alone is
shameful, but the current fee system extracts an additional $1,770 per person per year from this
community. That fact is inexcusable. It is no wonder that one in three families with an
incarcerated member goes into debt to communicate with them.

This system is cruel, needlessly punishing the families and children of people
incarcerated in Virginia’s jails. It shows a significant and obvious price distortion, caused by the
lack of free market forces within the carceral environment. Jails in Virginia have a captive



market and have generated enormous revenues from it. When free market forces do not exist, it
is the government’s responsibility to act as a check against abuse. It is clear that the Virginia
General Assembly must act to protect families by placing limits on fees within Virginia’s jails.

SALT strongly supports the findings and recommendations of this working group and
urges the General Assembly to pass the recommended guardrails in the 2023 legislative
session.

Charles Meire
Carceral Policy Coordinator

Social Action Linking Together



December 5, 2022

Via Email

To: Virginia General Assembly
SB 581/HB 1053 Workgroup

Dear SB 581/HB 1053 Workgroup,

Justice Forward Virginia fully supports the recommendations of the SB 581/HB 1053 Workgroup.
The recommendations were the result of many affected parties coming together to address this
important issue and reach an equitable solution.

The recommendations focus on eliminating the barriers to basic human necessities and the
for-profit driven costs and fees that have been allowed to proliferate for far too long. People who
are incarcerated should not be made into money making entities for the institutions they are
forced to reside in. By eliminating the costs for communication, and opening different methods of
communication, people who are temporarily incarcerated can maintain family and social
relationships. This connection keeps communities safer, as people will continue to feel connected
to loved ones and the communities they will eventually return to.

Additionally, charging inmates dramatically increased and inflated commissary prices in order to
pad the budget of those institutions should not be permitted. Particularly when the data obtained
by the workgroup showed that most institutions do not reinvest that funding in any inmate
programs that would assist in reentry or community safety.

Any fees for pay to stay, and vastly inflated deposit fees that harm the most financially
disadvantaged, should not be tolerated. Such fees also serve as a financial prohibition, limiting
the availability of work release, electronic monitoring and weekender fees, which again sever
crucial ties between those temporarily incarcerated and their communities, as well as prohibit
people from supporting their families.

It is also incredibly important to mention that the costs and fees for basic communication and
commissary are largely shouldered by family members of people who are incarcerated.
Tax-paying individuals who are forced to shoulder incredible costs that largely do not go back to

Justice Forward Virginia Board of Directors
Brad Haywood | Andy Elders, Policy Director | Bryan Kennedy, Policy Director | Ashley Shapiro, Legislative Director



their loved ones but instead to the general budgets of the institutions that have little to no
accountability in their spending. This process needs to end.

Finally, focusing on the possible cost increases to the institutions of these recommendations is
solely an attempt to obfuscate the real issue-that people are being denied basic human rights
because they cannot afford them, while the carceral institutions make profits. We agree that this
topic needs to be approached seriously, and not be muddled by excuses and those who do not
wish to change the profit driven status quo. While there would be a profit loss, there are endless
solutions to ensure that the institutions are adequately funded, without assessing wildly inflated
fees and costs to those who can least afford it.

Sincerely,

Justice Forward Virginia

Justice Forward Virginia Board of Directors
Brad Haywood | Andy Elders, Policy Director | Bryan Kennedy, Policy Director | Ashley Shapiro, Legislative Director



  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

P.O. Box 26464 
Richmond VA 23261 
acluva.org 
 
Shawn Weneta 
Policy Strategist 
Email: sweneta@acluva.org 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

RE: Public Comment for SB 581 and HB 1053 Workgroup   

Dear SB 581 and HB 1053 Workgroup Leadership,  

The ACLU of Virginia applauds legislators’ creation of a 

bipartisan workgroup to carefully review current cost and fees 

that local and regional jails in Virginia charge incarcerated people 

and their families. Only by accurately assessing the current 

landscape can we move forward together.  

 

Although we are disappointed that vendors and jail 

administrators chose to stymie the group’s work with redacted 

contracts and incomplete data that was repeatedly requested 

rather than collaboratively problem-solve with us, we remain 

confident in the workgroup’s final report and urge its 

recommendations be adopted without exception.  

 

This workgroup was composed of not only advocates, but of people 

directly impacted by the system of incarceration, and of those 

charged with keeping both them and the public safe.   

 

All parties involved attested to how critical communication with 

loved ones is to the rehabilitation process. Yet as the workgroup 

reported, the financial burden of communication with loved ones – 

as well as of procuring other essential goods and services, 

including food and basic hygiene products – is falling on those 

least able to meet it.   

 

The workgroup's conclusions, which the ACLU of Virginia 

supports, are therefore as follows:  

 

Virginia’s local and regional jails are charging too much 

for essential goods and services. Virginia's jails charge 

exorbitant prices for essential goods and services, forcing people 

who are incarcerated and their families to pay double or more 

what people typically pay. No one deserves to be exploited for 

profit, especially not the families of people who are incarcerated.  

The Honorable Senator Joe Morrissey  
The Honorable Senator John Cosgrove  
The Honorable Delegate Amanda Batten  
The Honorable Delegate Patrick Hope  
Ryan McCord  
Colleen Maxwell 

December 5, 2022 



  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

P.O. Box 26464 
Richmond VA 23261 
acluva.org 
 
Shawn Weneta 
Policy Strategist 
Email: sweneta@acluva.org 

 

 
The high fees that Virginia’s local and regional jails 

charge for essential goods and services are not just the 

cost of doing business. Vendors aren’t charging more because 

they have to or because their services automatically cost more 

inside prisons and jails. They’re doing it because currently, in 

Virginia, they can. Vendors who win contracts with Virginia’s 

prisons and jails are wooing administrators with perks and extras 

that the poorest Virginians have to finance.  

 

The extra money Virginia jails are collecting isn’t going 

where sheriffs say it is. Virginia's jails justify the unusually 

high prices they charge incarcerated people by claiming profits 

are used to fund programming they couldn't afford otherwise. But 

the most recent Commonwealth of Virginia Jail Cost Report 

showed that for some jails, the majority of the funds jails collected 

go nowhere near programming.  
 

Perverse incentives are tripping up sheriffs. Kickbacks from 

companies providing Virginia jails with services amount to legal 

bribery. In Fairfax County, the contract between the sheriff’s 

office and the jail communications vendor includes free tickets for 

a Caribbean cruise. Loopholes in the law must be closed.  
 

When Virginia jails profit-gouge people who are 

incarcerated, the heaviest burden falls on their families. 

No one should have to go into debt to stay connected with their 

loved ones. But in Virginia, 1 in 3 families does exactly that. 

People who are incarcerated in Virginia have to buy essentials 

like toilet paper and soap even though they don’t earn a wage. It’s 

up to their loved ones outside of prison to make up the difference. 

The fees that Virginia’s local and regional jails charge people who 

are incarcerated hit their loved ones the hardest.  
 

People who are incarcerated in Virginia are a captive 

market, so it’s up to lawmakers to make it a fair one. The 

heavy fees Virginia’s local and regional jails charge amount to a 

regressive tax on some of the most vulnerable Virginians: 83% of 

them female, and the vast majority women of color. Jail 

profiteering currently extracts $44 million from Virginians, 

disproportionately the poorest people in the Commonwealth. 

Companies providing services to Virginia jails don’t have 

Virginians’ best interests at heart: they’re trying to maximize 

profit for their shareholders.   
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Richmond VA 23261 
acluva.org 
 
Shawn Weneta 
Policy Strategist 
Email: sweneta@acluva.org 

 

Connecting people who are incarcerated with their 

families is a powerful public safety tool. Studies have shown 

that people who are able to stay connected with their loved ones 

while they’re incarcerated have higher rates of rehabilitation in 

prison and lower rates of recidivism out of it. But by charging 

people as much as 53 cents to send an email, Virginia’s local and 

regional jails make it impossible for many families to stay 

connected. It’s a matter of public safety to keep people focused on 

rehabilitation while they’re incarcerated: that’s how Virginia 

makes sure they’ll be an asset to their communities when they’re 

released. By preventing people who are incarcerated from 

accessing their biggest motivator – their families – Virginia’s local 

and regional jail’s high fees and fines are undermining public 

safety.  

 

In conclusion, we’ll say it again: people who are incarcerated in 

Virginia are a captive market, so it’s up to lawmakers to be the 

market force, and to make the market to a fair one.   

 

The ACLU of Virginia has every confidence that the workgroup’s 

leadership will do just that.  

 

Respectfully,  

 

Shawn Weneta  

 

Policy Strategist  

 

The ACLU of Virginia  
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